It is commonly agreed upon a strong link between emotion and olfaction. Odor-evoked memories are experienced as more emotional compared with verbal, visual, and tactile stimuli. Moreover, the emotional quality of odor cues increases memory performance, but contrary to this, odors are poor retrieval cues for verbal labels. To examine the relation between the emotional quality of an odor and its likelihood of identification, this study evaluates how normative emotion ratings based on the 3-dimensional affective space model (that includes valence, arousal, and dominance), using the The best fitting logistic regression model includes squared valence and dominance and thus, points to a significant role of specific emotional features of odors as a main clue for odor identification.
Introduction
It is commonly agreed upon a strong link between emotion and olfaction. This assumption is supported by close anatomical connections between emotion processing regions and the olfactory system. The olfactory system projects directly to the amygdala (Shipley and Ennis, 1996) , a core brain region for emotion processing (Pessoa and Adolphs 2010) and emotional memory (Aggleton and Mishkin 1986) . These projections are discussed to "provide the basis for learning, memory, and emotional association of odors" (Nigri et al. 2013 ) that differ from other sensory channels. Accordingly, greater activation in the amygdala and hippocampal regions are observed during recall of an odor-evoked memory compared with memories triggered by a visual cue . Additionally, the orbitofrontal cortex, as the main neocortical target of the primary olfactory cortex evoke all discrete emotions in olfactory contexts and rather a pleasantness-unpleasantness continuum, and thus a dimensional emotion approach, is more suitable than the concept of discrete emotions. Further support for a dimensional emotion approach comes from psychophysiological recordings. Similar to what is known from emotional picture processing, negative correlations between self reported pleasantness ratings and heart rate have been reported (Bensafi et al. 2002a) . The more unpleasant an odor, the higher the heart rate. In addition, this study also found a positive correlation between arousal and skin conductance: The more arousing an odor, the higher the amplitude of skin conductance response. These results indicate the possibility to classify odors due to the dimension approach.
Regarding odor emotionality and memory, it is reported that odorevoked memories are experienced as being more emotional compared with verbal, visual, and tactile stimuli (Herz, 1998) . Measuring participants' heart rate Herz observed that odors were found to be more arousing than music stimuli. Of note is, that this effect is even visible despite the participants' subjective evaluation that music has a greater effect on their emotions. Moreover, odors can evoke autobiographical memories that have an emotional connotation and have (sometimes) been long forgotten, called the Proust phenomenon (for review, see Chu and Downes 2000) . Even with a comparable emotional connotation of a memory, odor cues have been shown to be more emotionally potent than verbal cues (Herz and Cupchik 1995) .
Thus, the emotional quality of odors increases memory performance, but contrary to this, odors are poor retrieval cues for verbal labels (Kaeppler and Mueller 2013) . When asked to name a set of common everyday odors correctly, performance rarely exceeds 50% (Cain 1979; De Wijk et al. 1995) , with unfamiliar odors being even less correctly named. Herz and Engen (1996) propose that verbal processing regions in the brain are poorly associated with the olfactory processing regions. In contrast, Lorig (1999) suggests that odor information and language processing share cortical resources and this parallel processing leads to interference. But the weak performance in odor naming might also be due to fewer learning experiences (de Wijk et al. 1995) , resulting in more poorly established odor-name associations. Unfortunately these latter studies did not examine the emotional quality of their odors.
The present study is therefore designed to examine the relation between subjective emotion ratings of odors based on the standard 3-dimensional model of affective space that includes valence, arousal, and dominance (Bradley and Lang 1994; Wundt 1896 ) and a subsequent odor identification performance. The above described strong connection between odors, emotion, and memory and its close anatomical connections would predict that the emotional qualities of an odor activate emotional associations to odors, and thus to odor names. It is hypothesized that the emotional quality of an odor facilitates the access to language processing. Furthermore, the poorly established odor-name associations often reported for odors (de Wijk et al. 1995) should be overcome with increasing emotional quality. The 3-dimensional structure of the affective space was previously replicated for different kinds of emotional stimuli like auditory stimuli (Bradley 1994) , pictures (Lang et al. 1993) or facial expressions (Mehrabian 1970) . The valence dimension covers how pleasant (positive) or unpleasant (negative) a stimulus is experienced. Valence as the defining feature of odor perception (Kaeppler and Mueller 2013) is thus expected to facilitate odor identification, with higher positive or negative values leading to increased odor identification. An emotional response, in terms of the level of arousal triggered by the stimuli is often found as an activating or calming effect of odors (Bensafi et al. 2002a; Winston et al. 2005) . For arousal a similar relationship as for valence would be expected with higher arousal values leading to increased odor identification. The dominance dimension covers the aspect of changes in control over an emotional stimulus. Thus, a feeling of having low control over the stimulus (an odor) is equal to a dominant effect of the stimulus. Compared with visual stimuli olfactory stimuli are harder to elude, leading to an emphasized roll of dominance for the emotional evaluation of odors. So far the influence of the 3 dimensions mostly have been considered separately, a regression model like in the present study offers the capability to include multiple predictors in parallel to predict odor identification. It is possible to examine the relation and interaction between the 3 dimensions, which should give a further impression of the different emotional components of an odor and their influence on odor identification.
Materials and methods
The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the local ethics committee of the Faculty of Psychology, Ruhr-University Bochum (Germany). All participants gave written informed consent before inclusion in the study.
Participants
Forty participants (25 female, 15 male) aged between 18 and 35 years (M = 24.6; SD = 3.9) participated voluntarily in the study. Identification performance below 2 correct answers is significantly below chance level [t (25) = −2.25, P = 0.033]. Thus, one participant was excluded because of no correct odor identification. Participants reported no history of cigarette smoking, smell or taste problems, allergies, or asthma.
Materials
Odors were presented using a custom-built, air diluted, 10 channel olfactometer. Each odor was prepared as a liquid solution in customized laboratory bottles. All odors are tempered by keeping them at a constant temperature at 30 °C with a heating bath. Temperature, pressure and flow of the air stream are continuously and digitally controlled for, using a digital mass flowmeter and 2 digital pressure sensors. The air-flow was set at 1.5 L/min and added to normal breathing volume. Fast onset times are achieved by using an additional custom built pneumatically controlled pinch valve right before the participant's nose for each channel. The pressure of the pilot air was set at 5.5 bar to ensure a fast closing of the odor air which was set at 1 bar. After these additional valves odors are delivered via a nasal mask to the participant. The olfactometer was triggered using Agilent VEE Pro (Version 7.0.6310.0 [10 March 2004] ). The odor rating and naming were computer based, using Adobe LiveCycle Designer ES 8.2 and presented with an iPad .
Stimuli
Twenty-six odors were selected to cover a broad range of emotional valences (positive to negative) and categories (food, flower, body odor). All odors were provided by Sigma-Aldrich, Germany (Table 1 ) and were diluted in deionized water. All odors were presented in randomized order.
Design
Before the experiment, participants were informed about the procedure and rating scales and were introduced to the use of the olfactometer. Every odor was presented for 4 s. After smelling an odor, participants were asked to evaluate the emotional connotation of the received odor, using an interactive computer version of the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM; Bradley and Lang 1994) . SAM is a nonverbal pictorial assessment test, which consists of three 9-point rating scales for valence, arousal, and dominance. SAM has been effectively used to measure the emotional response to a variety of different stimuli. For the valence scale the abstract figures reached from a smiling and happy to a frowning and unhappy figure, for the arousal scale the abstract figure reached from excited and wide-eyed to relaxed and sleepy figure and for the dominance scale abstract figures reached from a small to a large figure. The participants received the instructions to use the 3 scales to rate experienced valence, arousal, and dominance for the different odors. They had to rate their feeling toward these odors. Thus, on the valence scale they had to decide from happy (pleasant) to unhappy (unpleasant) and on the arousal scale they had to decide from feeling excited to feeling relaxed. Additionally, on the dominance scale they had to rate changes in control. A low dominance rating indicated a feeling of low control over the stimulus (the odor) and a high dominance rating indicated a maximum control over the stimulus. A feeling of low control over the stimulus may occur in situations confronted with a harsh encroaching odor. For example, you visit someone in a hospital. You smell continuously a mixture of odors that are not even intense, but make you feel weak and it is not easy to handle the situation, although you may also be there for a positive reason, for example, the birth of a child. On the other side, a feeling of maximum control may occur in situations confronted with a long and enveloping odor. For example, the first warm days in spring arrive, you are confronted with a warm stagnant air that smells like freshly mown grass. An odor that is often described as a musty smell, but smelling this odor you feel powerful and in control over the stimuli. Participants click on one of the 5 figures or in the space between them. After this rating the odor was presented for a second time (again 4 s) and participants had to choose the correct odor label from a multiple choice (MC) of 8 labels (for each odor, 1 label of the 8 was correct, four were from the same category, including the correct label and 4 were incoherent, for similar approaches see Hummel et al. 1997; Sulmont et al. 2002; Olofsson et al. 2014) . For example, for lemon oil the correct label in the MC was lemon; the 4 labels from the same category (food incl. spices) were lemon, mango, cherry, and kiwi and the 4 incoherent labels from the 2 other categories or everyday odors were aloe vera, wall paint, joss stick, and marker (Supplementary Material S1). Overall, the incorrect labels from the same category were matched toward the correct label and the incoherent labels were randomly chosen for each of the correct odor label. The correct odor label was set on the basis of the names of the natural product (e.g., lemon oil = lemon), names given in other studies [e.g., carvone = mint, (Sulmont-Rossé et al. 2005)] or names given by the manufacture of the product [ethyl maltol = caramel (SigmaAldrich)]. Each participant had to smell, evaluate and name 26 odors. The experiment was divided into 3 parts, 2 with 9 odors and 1 with 8 odors. Between these parts participants completed a demographic questionnaire and the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS, Watson et al. 1988 ). This schedule was used to analyze the indirect effect of mood on the identification performance, because of the previously reported influence of mood on emotional responses (Neumann et al. 2001) . The interaction between odors of positive or negative valence, which induces a corresponding positive or negative mood is well studied (Habel et al. 2007 ). PANAS comprises 2 mood factors, positive affect (PA), a high PA describes a feeling of high Chemical Senses, 2015, Vol. 40, No. 7 energy, full concentration, and pleasurable engagement, and negative affect (NA), a high NA describes a feeling of anger, disgust, fear, and nervousness.
Statistics
A hierarchical logistic regression model was performed with participants and the subjective predictors (i.e., PANAS) as the top level, the different odors as the intermediate level and thus the contextual variable and the ratings (i.e., SAM, MC) nested within the odors as the lowest level. A stepwise logistic regression was fitted to the MC data with the predictors valence, arousal, and dominance of the SAM for each odor, as well as PA and NA as individual assessments of participants' mood. The dependent measure was defined as a hit only if the correct label was identified. Outliers were defined as participants that have no single correct identification of an odor out of 26 odors and were removed from analysis. Valence, arousal, and dominance were included centered and squared in the model. In the centered version the fifth point of the 9-point rating scale was used as the center. Squared predictors were built from centered linear predictors and entered into the regression model to cover nonlinear aspects of the predictors.
As an additional test of model fit, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and its area under the curve (AUC) was calculated using the predicted probabilities of a correct identification and the actual identification performance. The logistic regression analysis and the ROC analysis were carried out using SPSS Statistics (Version 22, IBM corp.). The significance threshold was set at P = 0.05.
Results
For valence rating rose reached the highest average score (M = 7.22; SD = 1.72) and sweat the lowest (M = 2.08; SD = 1.34). The highest arousal rating was reached by sweat (M = 6.53; SD = 1.74) and the highest dominance rating was given for jasmine (M = 5.37; SD = 1.32; for an overview of all average valence, arousal, and dominance ratings (Table 1) .
As a result of the stepwise logistic regression only 2 predictors were included in the final model (Figure 1) . At a first step, dominance was included to the logistic regression model, and in a second step squared valence was additionally selected. The model of the first step demonstrates a significant better fit to the data as the interceptonly model χ 2 (1) = 47.03; P < 0.001 and the model of the second step fits the data significantly better than the model of the first step χ 2 (1) = 16.16; P < 0.001 and thus also better than the intercept-only model χ 2 (2) = 63.19; P < 0.001 (Table 2) 62.66%. The specificity of this model is 90.5%. Of 608 incorrect cases 550 cases were correctly identified as incorrect. Eighty-four of 372 correct cases were identified as correct, leading to a sensitivity of 22.6%.
Discussion
The results of the logistic regression reveal that emotional qualities of an odor predict whether or not it will be correctly identified in the MC. The best fitting logistic regression model includes squared valence and dominance, whereas measures of mood do not show this relation. These results thus, reveal a close link between an odor, its emotional quality consisting of squared valence and dominance and the likelihood to correctly identify and name an odor. Besides odor familiarity that is known to be a strong predictor for odor naming (De Wijk et al. 1995) , the present study identified squared valence and dominance as further important predictors of odor identification. Odors that were rated neutral were harder to identify. The higher the squared valence rating, that is, the higher the emotionality of an odor is independent of the direction of the valence, and the more dominant an odor is perceived, the higher are the chances to identify the odor correctly. Odors with higher (squared) valence and dominance ratings likely share more emotional associations, based on personal and learning experience. refer to the conjunction of an emotional event and an odor. An odor associated with the emotion of anxiety due to experience, for example the smell of a hospital, will have an influence on the future perception of this odor. Odor valence responses are formed by association learning, which includes the sensory percept as well as the emotional experience .
Odor identification performance follows a nonlinear squared relationship with valence, that is, it increases with more extreme values of valence. This relationship is in line with the assumption of a first emotional classification between a positive (pleasant) and negative (unpleasant) emotion in odor perception by Bensafi et al. (2002b) . A likely mechanism of this first evaluation might rely on the odor structure, for which Khan and colleagues (2007) found a significant relation to odor valence. Based on first glimpse of odor evaluation along its structure a cascade of emotional responses might be triggered (e.g., initiation of approach or avoidance responses). A second classification based on learned associations might lead to a more complex perception, including emotional memory. This assumption finds support in the cultural differences in odor perception of identical odors (Distel et al. 1999) . Although the majority of studies examine a 2-dimensional affective space, including valence and arousal, for emotional memory and emotional experiences (Kensinger 2004 ), our final model, which fits the data best, also includes dominance in addition to squared valence as a predictor of odor identification. Please note that dominance has a negative beta weight in the final model. The one extreme of the dimension dominance is described as having the maximum control in a given situation. A low dominance rating indicates a feeling of low control over the stimulus (the odor). As the participants rated their own reactions towards an odor, a low dominance rating signals a dominant effect of the odor on the participant. Hence, the combination of a dominant and highly pleasant or unpleasant emotional quality of an odor turned out to be a good predictor of the identification of an odor. These findings are in line with results of the semantic differential scaling of odors (Dalton et al. 2008) . Three factors emerged from this analysis accounting for 53% of variance. Factor valence accounted for 32% of variance and the second factor was dominance (15%) and the third arousal (5.9%). Of interest is a study by Winston et al. (2005) , who used intensity as an approximation of arousal and examined the amygdala responses to differentially high versus low intensities for pleasant or unpleasant odors in a neuroimaging study. The authors showed that the amygdala exhibits an intensity-by-valence interaction in olfactory processing. This finding matches our impression of a combined emotional quality of odor stimuli. Based on the present findings and similar to what has been reported by Dalton and colleagues we believe that besides the more often examined dimensions of arousal and valence the dimension dominance is of importance for the evaluation of the semantic and affective factors underlying the mental representation of odors (Dalton et al. 2008 ; also Reik and Skrandies 2006) . It seems likely that compared with what is known from the processing of other kinds of emotional stimuli (the work by Bradley and Lang cited above) dominance has a higher impact in odor processing and should therefore be considered in future research when participants evaluate the emotional quality of odors. One could speculate that one reason, why the arousal dimension has a lower impact on evaluation and identification of odors, is that overall high and more homogeneous arousal levels are observable for odors (Table 1) . Lower variance in arousal might thus reduce the impact of this dimension on identification performance, an assumption that is in need of further investigations. But it seems also likely that an initial valence categorization facilitates identification as proposed by Bensafi et al. (2002b) , with arousal levels having an impact at later, more evaluation related processing stages, as it is for example reported in emotional picture processing (Olofsson et al. 2008 ).
In contrast to the perceived emotional effects of the odors on identification, the emotional and individual context of the study, that is, the mood with which a participant enters the lab, seems to have a lower impact on performance. Mood effects might only be visible at more extreme levels, like in case of affective disorders, where a negative correlation between an odor identification performance and depression has been reported (Postolache et al. 1999) .
This study provides evidence of a close link between the emotional quality of an odor and its identification based on the 2 affective dimensions of valence and dominance. Future studies should continue to examine the processing model of odor perception by Olofsson et al. (2012) . These authors suggest that an odor object is active in memory and only subsequentially an emotional response is triggered. That is, smelling rose will first activate the object rose and then its valence dimension. A proposed temporal cascade of perceptual features of odors and in particular the functions and temporal sequence of different emotional qualities should be considered. For nameable and unnameable odors processing differences in working memory (and its neural correlates) have been revealed (Zelano et al. 2009 ), and these examinations should be extended to emotional qualities of odors and their identification.
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